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The Round-Up
WELCOME to Issue 20 of the Leagues publication 
featuring latest News, Match reports and features 
involving the Jewson Dorset Premier Football League, 
this issue contains a roundup of all League matches 
played on the 1st, 3rd, 5th and the 1 surviving game on 
the 8th January 2022

This is the first publication of 2022 and given the fact 
that all bar 1 game survived the wet weather yesterday, 
has vindicated the League’s decision to play a round of 
matches from the 1st January...so being able to produce 
this issue today.

On behalf of the LMC of the Jewson Dorset Premier 
Football League, we wish our Member Clubs, your 
Officers, Committees, Players, Management, 
Volunteers, Supporters and the wider Dorset Football 
family a very Sporting, Healthy & successful New Year.

Please continue to follow ALL current Health Protocols 
so we can ALL stay safe.

The DPL Dispatch is on average seeing nearly 1250 reads 
an issue across the various Media Platforms that we 
use, which is superb and promotes the Jewson Dorset 
Premier Football League to a wider audience, if you are 
interested in getting an advert inserted into any issue, 
please contact me via e-mail on, dpl.generalsecretary@
gmail.com

LEAGUE | 1st January 2022
DORCHESTER SPORTS 7 WAREHAM RANGERS 2

Dorchester Sports extended their club record of 
consecutive wins to 12 with a 7-2 thrashing on New 
Year’s Day of Wareham Rangers in Jewson Dorset 

Premier League action at the Avenue Stadium.

espite the score line, Sports did not have this contest all 
their own way and twice went behind in the first half. 
Wareham skipper THOMAS WHITE headed home from 
a corner before Sports equalised through a fine 20-yard 
GARETH WILL strike, finding the top corner. 

Undeterred, Wareham retook the lead when a mix-up 
in the Sports’ defence presented JAMES PETERS with 
a tap-in, which he duly accepted. That was as good as 
Rangers’ afternoon got, however, as second-placed 
Sports leant on the accelerator. 

JAMIE SYMES levelled soon afterwards and Will then 
turned provider for BAILEY MCNAMARA to head home 
for 3-2 on 30 minutes. JAMIE SYMES was then brought 
down for a penalty, with the midfielder stepping up 
and firing home (see below photo) before completing 
his hat-trick in cheeky style, chipping Wareham keeper 
Mike Davies for 5-2 at the break, HT 5-2. 

Sports were in hungry mood for goals and added two 
more in quick succession when BAILEY MCNAMARA 
grabbed his second and LIAM O’SHAGHNESSY notched 
on his return from his recent hand surgery. With fully 
30 minutes remaining, merciless Sports went in search 
of more goals but were frustrated by Wareham keeper 
Mike Davies who denied McNamara his hat-trick. 

Alex Godfrey was twice kept at bay and Darren Watts 
was repelled as the excellent Davies kept the score line 
down. Speaking to Echosport, Sports Manager Ash 
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James highlighted the character shown by his players 
to negotiate a tricky start to the game. 

He said: “It took us 20, 25 minutes to get a grip of the 
game. Fair play to Wareham, they came out and gave it 
everything. “Every time they went forward, they looked 
like they were going to score. We had to be patient to 
get our noses in front. “Once we went 3-2 up, we didn’t 
really look back. We were superb and scored another 
four good goals. They didn’t get a sniff after half an 
hour.” 
He added: “We had to dig deep, show a lot of character 
when we went behind twice. “We weathered the storm 

and, in the end, it was a comfortable win. In the end it 
should’ve been double figures.” 

Dorchester Sports, have applied for promotion to Step 6 for 
the 2022/23 season.
Report courtesy of the;   
Photo's courtesy of Ian Middlebrook

POOLE BOROUGH 4 BLANDFORD UNITED 4
Poole Borough welcomed Blandford to Turlin Moor 
looking for a festive double after their success at Corfe 
Castle last time out in this New Years Day match in the 
Jewson Dorset Premier Football League.

However, it was the visitors who flew out the blocks and 
were awarded a penalty after three minutes which was 
converted by STEVE SMITH. 

Blandford then doubled their lead on twelve minutes 
when a cross into the box was not dealt with by the 
Borough defence, with REUBEN STANLEY’S header 
cannoning in off the bar and into the net. 

Borough then halved the deficit on twenty-four minutes 
when Sam Lench’s cross was headed on by Fendley 
allowing CALLUM NEATE to nip in front of the visitor’s 

Report courtesy of the;   
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keeper to tap the ball into the net. The games turning 
point came a minute later when Blandford’s Tom Oliver 
was shown a straight red card after a challenge on 
Lench. 

Blandford to their credit, restored their two-goal 
advantage before half time when a long ball was poorly 
defended allowing MARK FORD to control and finish 
well after rounding Lee Devlin in the Borough goal, HT 
1-3. 

The second half saw Borough pushing hard but 
Blandford always looked dangerous on the counter and 
with twenty-five minutes left CARL PRESTON’S cross 
for the hosts sailed over Robbins in the Blandford goal 
for a fortunate second Borough goal. 

The equaliser soon came two minutes later when a 
parried cross by Robbins resulted in him bringing down 
Harrison resulting with the ref pointing to the spot 
giving Borough skipper CARL PRESTON his second of 
the day to restore parity. 

The hosts tails were now well up but again the visitors 
dug deep and this incredible game took another twist 
when Blandford went ahead again after a swift counter 

following a Borough corner which ended with MARK 
FORD’s clever finish into the bottom corner. 

Then in added time there was one last twist to the 
game when a cross from Borough substitute Mirto was 
controlled by CALLUM NEATE who smashed the ball 
into the bottom corner to bring the sides level in what 
was a pulsating game to start the New Year, credit goes 
to both sides on the day.

CORFE CASTLE 3 SWANAGE T&H 1
Swanage suffered a 3-1 New Year’s Day defeat against 
Purbeck rivals Corfe Castle at The Fortress in The 
Jewson Dorset Premier League. 

The Derby exploded into action with two goals in the 
first four minutes, JAMAL BAXTER scoring for the hosts 
with a header at the near post from a corner and TOM 
CHAPMAN replying soon after for the visitors following 
a corner from Jake Streams and a flick on from Charlie 
Brassington. 

Swanage stopper Ben Hodder made a superb save 
from Corfe’s Jack Craig when clean through and Corfe 
keeper Jakub Lewiarz pulled off a great save to deny 
Charlie Brassington in an end-to-end 1st half, HT 1-1. 
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The second half turned into a feisty affair with plenty 
of tackles flying in from both sides, on a difficult pitch 
with quite a few yellow cards being deservedly shown 
by the match official. 

The industrious George Sparrow went close for the 
visitors with a good shot then Swanage lost Taylor 
Hibbs through injury. Corfe eventually took the lead 
through FINN LOWE with a cool finish leaving Ben 
Hodder in the Swan’s goal helpless with just 5 minutes 
remaining and just two minutes later the hosts secured 
the very valuable 3 points and deserved local bragging 
rights following a good finish from substitute JOSH LEE 
on the break. 

This was a very disappointing start to 2022 for the 
Swans, however credit to the hosts Corfe Castle who 
battled hard for their victory. A victory they desperately 
needed and given they have games in hand over all the 
sides immediately above them in the League Table, this 
battling win should give them a shot of confidence for 
their remaining games. 

LEAGUE | 3rd January 2022
BOURNEMOUTH SPORTS 2 HAMWORTHY REC 3

All credit for this result must go to Rec manager Kirk 
Grice. Rec had twelve players unavailable through Covid 
or injuries, so the last few days had been a nightmare 
for him, as he tried to cobble a team together. 

Thanks to some late signings and a sprinkling of players 
from the youth side he managed to field a full team 
and three subs for this Jewson Dorset Premier Football 
League match at Chapel Gate against a very dangerous 
Bournemouth Sports side.

Earlier in the season Sports had given Rec a really tough 
game at Magna Road, so even with a full squad this was 

going to be a difficult test. So given the circumstances, 
this was a great result. 

Rec showed character, after taking the lead they then 
were behind at half-time, in a far from impressive 
showing, but a gutsy final 30 minutes saw Rec equalise 
and then notch a winning goal, to secure another 
precious three points. Man of the match was Ash Boyt, 
with a brilliant midfield performance, marred only by a 
late second yellow card. 

Rec had the edge in the opening stages and went in 
front on 19 minutes. Boyt’s corner on the left was met at 
the far post, by WILL GAGE, with a powerful header, to 
put the visitors one up. 

But the lead was short-lived as within a few minutes 
Sports were level. A break down the left and a shot from 
twenty yards by prolific marksman JACK VOISEY went 
in off the far post, to make it 1-1. 

Sports were looking the hungrier side and went ahead 
on 39m. A neat move on the right and a low cross was 
touched in at the near post by that man JACK VOISEY, 
again, to make it 2-1 to the hosts at the interval. 

The opening exchanges of the second period were 
scrappy, but Rec gradually settled and equalised on 71m. 
Young Jake Kelly showed good control and delivered a 
telling, low cross, from the right, which was met at the 
near post by ASH BOYT, to make it 2-2. Joe Smith then 
had a good shout for a penalty turned down, before 
Todd Coombs saw his left-footer blocked and his right-
foot effort fly over the bar. 

Gage then headed a chance wide, before Rec clinched 
the win on 81m. John Webb threaded a ball through 
the middle for JOE SMITH to run onto and coolly 
slip past the advancing keeper, for his 19th goal of 
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the season. Despite being reduced to 10 men for the 
last few minutes, following Ash Boy’s 2 Yellows, Rec 
held out, for a vital win. Photo's courtesy of Steve Harris - 
crabbycabby@gmail.com.

MERLEY COBHAM SPORTS 8 HAMWORTHY UTD RES 1
The young Hamworthy Utd Reserves side were the 
first visitors of 2022 to Merley Park as Merley Cobham 
Sports looked to continue their winning run in their 
pursuit of the of the leading teams in the division. It 
was an overcast afternoon and the recent wet weather 
had made playing conditions heavy to say the least. 

The Hammers young charges started the game the far 
better of the two sides, belying their lowly position and 
their persistent high press made life difficult for the 
sluggish Cobham side but for all their endeavours the 
Cobham backline dealt comfortably with any threat, 
however, in the 20th minute, a mistake by Cobham 
new boy, Ogun Gondogdu, who had a solid game in the 
heart of the defence, led to Cobham’s high line being 
breached by KAI MCCROW and he latched onto the 
loose ball and beat keeper Andy Knight easily from 18 
yards to put the Hammers in front. 

This was no more than the visitors deserved and served 
to be a wakeup call for the home team as they tried 
to work the rustiness out of their game. The young 
Hammers were certainly the dominant force for much 
of the first period and were unlucky not to stretch their 
lead when a deflected shot from distance hit the post 
with Knight well beaten. 

Cobham gradually worked their way into the game and 
in the 40th minute found themselves on level terms 
when a free kick from CALLUM PERRY was hoisted into 
the box and eluded everyone to nestle into the back of 
the net and right-on half-time Cobham took the lead 
when a fine cross from the left was deflected into his 

own goal by the unfortunate GAVIN HAYNES who was 
under pressure by Matt Groves. Cobham, fortuitously, 
found themselves 2-1 up at the break. 

The second period started more evenly with Cobham’s 
cobwebs clearly disposed of and they were far more 
competitive all over the park and began pushing their 
young counterparts into far deeper positions enabling 
Sands and Perry to push further forward and Josh Buck 
was becoming far more of an influence down the left 
flank so it was no surprise when, on 63 minutes, good 
work down the left involving Perry and Buck saw the 
latter cross well for evergreen MATT GROVES to score 
to make it 3-1. 

Cobham had found another gear now and just 5 minutes 
later another good move was finished well by JOSHUA 
BUCK and Cobham moved to a comfortable 4-1 lead. 
Cobham made a triple change at this time, replacing 
their entire midfield and the pressure on the Hammers 
intensified and the speedy ELLIOTT ROSSITER got in on 
the act scoring Cobham’s fifth goal in the 75th minute. 

The Hammers only threat would come from the 
counter now but Walden and Gondogdu were excellent 
centrally for the Cobham back line and dealt with 
anything thrown at them. 

A final flourish of three goals in 6 minutes saw MATT 
GROVES finish off a fine move to make it six in the 83rd 
minute, LEWIS MILLS finished off another fine move 
in the 88th minute, Cobham’s seventh of the afternoon 
and MATT GROVES completed his hat trick just a minute 
later to make the final score 8-1 to the home side. 

A really slow start by the Cobham outfit but a far more 
satisfactory second half which was just what they 
needed to start off the New Year. Solid performances 
from the entire back four and great to see Matt Groves 

Need Funding ?
The @FootballFoundation Small Grants Scheme;

Provides Clubs with Grants up to £25,000 for;
• Goalposts

• Portable Floodlights
• Storage Containers

• Grass Pitch Maintenance Machinery
• Changing / Pavilion Clubhouse Refurbishment

For info email Kathryn.Purnell@dorsetfa.com
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notching a hat trick to make it 9 goals in his last five 
games.

SHERBORNE TOWN RES 0 STURMINSTER NEWTON 0
Sturminster Newton travelled to “The Consol Stadium” 
home of Sherborne Town Reserves, this was both 
teams first outing of 2022, after both teams finished 
2021 well, Stur were sitting in 2nd place in the league 
and “The Zebras” on a 6-game unbeaten run that has 
seen them move up to 9th place in the league. A healthy 
crowd of 130 was there to witness this encounter. 

Sturminster Newton kicked the game off, however it 
was Sherborne who had the first real good effort on 
goal, when in the 1st minute Darren Shearer went close 
with a header that just went past the outside of the 
post.

 However, after that early chance it was the away side 
that started to take a hold of the game and have the 
lion share of the possession, although the Sturminster 
Right Back was lucky to escape without a booking after 
a full-hearted tackle, where his timing was off. For all 

Stur’s possession it was Sherb that was creating the 
best chances, it was that man again, Darren Shearer 
that went close with another header. 

5 minutes later, Sherborne’s Tom Beeson was put 
through after some good midfield link up play, however 
he saw his shot rebound off the post and unfortunately 
there was no one on hand to convert the rebound. 

In the 27th minute Beeson found himself put through 
again, with quite a bit of work to do he managed to 
get his shot away but unfortunately for the Sherborne 

Website Design | Design and Branding
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Photography and Video | Marketing
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faithful watching on it went agonizingly close but just 
dribbled wide. 

It was Sherborne who were on top now and a Luke 
Jackson shot was well saved by Sturs stopper Theo 
Crane. Sherborne then saw another effort come off the 
woodwork when Ollie Hebbard done well to get onto a 
deep cross into the box and his acrobatic effort hit the 
outside of the post. Although it was Sherborne that was 
producing the better chances, Sturminster were well in 
the game and their first real effort on goal came in the 
35th minute when a good cross was met by the head of 
Jamie Danoris which Jamie Beal, returning from injury 
in the Sherborne goal, done well to hang on to. 

It was Stur that ended the half on top, when another 
good cross wasn’t dealt with by the Sherborne defence, 
and a sliced clearance went for a corner when in fact 
it could have ended up anywhere. But before the half 
drew to a close there was an opportunity for both sides. 

Ollie Hebbard had his left foot strike well saved by Crane 
and at the other end Will Guppy hit a good opportunity 
wide. Although no goals a good entertaining half for 
the spectators. 

The second half kicked off with neither side making 
any changes, and things didn’t really get going until the 
hour mark when Stur marksman Nick Thomson had a 
good opportunity to open the scoring but he saw his 
header fall safely into Beal’s hands. 2 minutes later Beal 
had to be on form again and made a fine save from a 
Buddy O’Shea shot. 

With Stur now creating the better chances, Sherborne 
made a couple changes, but still couldn’t create any 
clear-cut chances. The final 10 minutes then took a 
hold again when another miss timed tackle from 
Sturminster’s right back saw him get a booking, on 

another day he could have quite easily received his 
marching orders. 

Sturminster Newton kept pushing and will feel 
aggrieved to have a penalty shout turned down after 
the ball seemed to have struck a Zebra arm from a fierce 
shot. It was then a Sherborne man who entered the 
referee’s book, when Steve Friend made a clumsy tackle 
and received a yellow card.  

As the game petered out there was one last chance for 
both teams. Firstly, Steve Friend managed to get on to 
the end of a deep cross but could only direct his header 
over, he couldn’t quite get the height needed, this may 
be down to only having one boot on at the time.

In the dying minuets as both teams looked to secure 
a point, Jamie Beal had to make a sharp save from a 
Sturminster sub who probably should have done better. 
As the final whistle went and with the score line 0-0, it 
may have been Sherborne who felt 2 points dropped 
with the chances created in the first half, but on 
refection a point shared was probably the fairest result.
Photo's courtesy of Debbie Bright

BRIDPORT RES 3 WESTLAND SPORTS 3
Bridport Reserves welcomed Westland Sports for this 
1st Jewson Dorset Premier Football League match of 
2022 to St Mary’s, the locals would go home thoroughly 
entertained after this 6-goal thriller.

The hosts settled the quicker and with their 1st attack 
they scored following a corner which was then put in to 
the net by ROBIN JONES for 1-0. 

Then Josh Baker went on a run and got taken out by the 
edge of the box up resulting in a free kick, up stepped 
ROBIN JONES to tuck it away nicely, so doubling the 
host’s advantage. Westlands then piled the pressure 
on, eventually breaking down the stubborn Bees back 
line allowing STEVE ORMROD to notch, HT 2-1. 

In the Second half, Westlands come out again strongly 
really pushing the home side back as they searched for 
the equaliser, however against the run of play Bridport 
went 3-1 up courtesy of a delicate JOSH HUNTER 
delightful chip. 

Westlands are made of strong stuff as they refused 
to give up and got themselves back into the game as 
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STEVE ORMROD doubled his tally, minutes later and 
the visitors were level when substitute DAN CHISLETT 
scored an excellent goal, further chances came and 
went with the hosts indebted to a superb series of saves 
from JORDAN SCADDING in the home goal. All in All, a 
very good point for Bridport Res.

SHAFTESBURY RES 1 HOLT UNITED 3
A big thank you goes to both sides for reversing this 
fixture late on due to a waterlogged pitch at Petersham 
Lane, so enabling this Jewson Dorset Premier Football 
League fixture to be played at Shaftesbury’s Cochrams 
Ground, a move that the Bulls were delighted about as 
they secured all 3 points in an entertaining encounter.

In an evenly matched 1st half that saw the sides 
go in level at the break courtesy of a fine strike by 
Shaftesbury’s CHARLES BROWN and a neat finish from 
Holt’s SAM HERRINGTON. 

Into the 2nd half and the visitors began to dominate as 
they played some neat football at times and pressurised 
the home defence, that man HERRINGTON got his 2nd 
and Holts second to give the visitors the lead mid-way 
through the half. 

Shaftesbury’s cause was not helped as JAMES MILLIGAN 
received 2 yellows resulting in a Red Card and the 10 
men had no answer to Holt with SAM HERRINGTON 
notching his hat trick with a fine finish to secure the 3 
points.

LEAGUE | 5th January 2022
PORTLAND UTD RES 1 BALTI SPORTS 2

Balti Sports claimed a precious 2-1 away win over 
Portland United Reserves in the Jewson Dorset Premier 
League under the lights at the Camp & Satherley 
Stadium in this local derby.

Balti have now done the double over the islanders 
following a 5-0 win at Cranford Avenue earlier in the 
season. Marco Nott’s men picked up their third away 
league victory of the campaign in the process and now 
occupy 13th place in the League Table.

Balti weathered early Portland pressure when 
experienced striker Lewis Clarke was denied in a one-
on-one with keeper Marco Nott. With Nott off his line, 
Portland were then repelled by the retreating Scott 
Walker who cleared off the line. Portland enjoyed 
more of possession in the first half and Balti resorted to 

threatening on the break, led by Jack Drummond and 
Ricky Lane up top. And the duo combined for the game’s 
first goal, Drummond seeing a shot saved and veteran 
marksman RICKY LANE following up by finding the 
roof of the net. Lane then missed a golden chance for 
2-0 when just eight yards out having done all the hard 
work in bringing down Matt Chambers’ cross, he fluffed 
his shot. 

Right on half-time, Sport’s Nott pulled off a reflex save 
to deny ex-Balti man Lloyd Beal’s’ goal bound header, 
HT 0-1. Portland dominated in the second half with 
good territory and a number of free-kicks in Balti’s final 
third. 

There seemed an air of inevitability about Portland’s 
equaliser when JAMIE CLEAVER cut inside and fired 
home past the unsighted Nott. However, there was 
a late sting in the tail for the Blues – despite good 
pressure around the Balti box – as JACK DRUMMOND 
volleyed home from a saved Lane shot. Balti would have 
made sure of the points earlier but for a wayward Danny 
Andrews volley, although the Weymouth side later saw 
out their sixth win of the campaign. 

Nott told Echosport: “We spoke about making a fresh 
start and forgetting 2021, trying to get up that league 
table. “It’s not acceptable where we are at the moment 
and the squad’s definitely underachieving. We said that 
before kick-off. “It was a really good away win against a 
good young Portland side. It’s massive to hold on to the 
win, they pegged us back to 1-1 and we nicked it. “It was 
really pleasing to get 2022 off to a good start. Hopefully 
we can build some forward momentum and try and 
take that game into Shaftesbury at the week end.” 

Nott added: “It’s a case of gaining confidence from 
the Portland victory and hopefully building on that. 
“Hopefully we can finish as strongly as possible and 
get back up that table. “As soon as you put a couple of 
wins together you jump up the table. They’re a team 
in and around us. “We went there in midweek and lost 
just before Christmas. It would be nice to put right a 
few wrongs, get them down at our place. “We want to 
improve our home record because it’s pretty dire. We’re 
notoriously good at home and we’ve got to get that 
feeling back. We’ve been very poor this season.” 

Che Curran (isolation) is a doubt, while midfielders 
Sean Zima and Ethan Devaney could return. Carl 
McClements (toe) and Stef Stavrianos (knee) are 
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nearing a comeback. Balti have also signed Dylan Riley 
and Pete Jarvis on dual terms.
Report courtesy of the;

LEAGUE | 8th January 2022
BOURNEMOUTH SPORTS 2 WAREHAM RANGERS 1

Bournemouth Sports recorded their first win of the 
new year with a 2-1 win against Wareham Rangers. 
This was the only game that survived in the Jewson 
Dorset Premier Football League with many games 
falling victim to the heavy rain. 

Sports went ahead in the 19th minute when livewire 
AWWAL ABUBAKAR turned on the edge of the box and 
fired a low shot into the bottom corner of the goal. 

Striker Jack Voisey was upended in the box shortly 
afterwards by Wareham Keeper Mike Davies and JACK 
VOISEY picking himself up to calmly score the resulting 
spot kick in the 27th Minute to take his tally to 30 goals 
for the season and keep him at the top of the scoring 
charts in the league, HT 2-0. 

The second half proved to be a somewhat scrappy affair 
and Wareham pulled one back on 52 minutes following 
a good shot from the edge of the area by PAT CARREIA 
as Sports failed to clear their lines appropriately. 

Furthermore, Sports keeper Marc Davies then pulled 
off several fine saves to keep his side in the game as the 
hosts lacked any rhythm and tenacity during the second 
half as the visitors belied their position in the table to 
have a right go at Sports. 

Wareham would consider themselves unlucky not 
to come away with a point as Bournemouth Sports 
goalkeeper Marc Davies who was the Man of the Match 
keeping them at bay. 

Sports did have one good chance late on in the second 
half when Josh Moody headed just over the bar. Sports 
hung on for the 3 points however the draw would have 
been a fair result but it wasn’t meant to be for Rangers 
who can take many positives away from the game and 
into 2022.

LEAGUE GAMES POSTPONED DUE TO  WATERLOGGED PITCHES

BALTI SPORTS Vs SHAFTESBURY RES
HAMWORTHY REC Vs SHERBORNE TOWN RES

HOLT UNITED Vs MERLEY COBHAM SPORTS
POOLE BOROUGH Vs HAMWORTHY UTD RES

STURMINSTER NEWTON Vs  PORTLAND UTD RES
WESTLAND SPORTS Vs BLANDFORD UNITED

DST QTR FINAL POSTPONED DUE TO A WATERLOGGED PITCH
BRIDPORT RES Vs CORFE CASTLE
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There is now a designated Account set up for you to use 
at any of the Jewson Branches listed above; 
Please quote Account 
Number below;
JDPL005


